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Abstract

With the increasing role played by tourism worldwide, Russia is turning to use tourism as an effective tool for overall development. Primorsky region is one of the leading tourist destinations in the Russian Far East where several Small and Medium-sized Tourism Enterprises (SMTEs) are operating to offer a variety of products, all of which constitute a tourism experience. Thus, there is a growing interest in the performance and management methods of such companies. Through the analysis of literature, this paper discusses tourism trends in Primorsky region and studies SMTEs working in there through exploring their characteristics and the challenges they are facing. The paper also investigates Strategic Entrepreneurship (SE) as an appropriate management method for managing SMTEs in Primorsky region. The study finds that both components of SE positively affect the performance of SMTEs. Consequently, the application of SE in SMTEs in Primorsky region might enable managers and owners of SMTEs to overcome the various challenges and shortcomings experienced by these companies and to exploit their resources in a way that helps them achieve the best possible performance without waiting for large investments in the region.

Introduction

Tourism, in the 21st century, plays a main role in the global economy. Since countries more and more tend to open up their borders in order to participate in the wave of global integration, the development of tourism industry has become a source of substantial foreign exchange revenues and a contributor to job creation for numerous economies [1].

In Russia today, the tourism industry receives great attention from both the government and
investors. The incoming tourist flow is growing year by year, mainly due to the de-
preciation of the ruble, which makes the prices of tourist services in the Russian market quite attractive for foreign guests. [2].

According to the World Travel & Tourism Council (WTTC), in 2017, travel and tourism in Russia directly contributed 1,135.6 billion rubles, 1.2% of total GDP and supported 854.5 thousand jobs, 1.2% of total employment. Taking its wider indirect and induced impacts into account, the sector contributed 4,434.5 billion rubles, 4.8% of the Russian GDP and supported 3,256.5 thousand jobs (4.5% of total employment) in 2017 [3].

One of the important regions of the Russian Far East is Primorsky region, which is featured by its convenient geopolitical location and its unique recreational resources. In this part of the planet, tourist flows are generated mainly from the Asia-Pacific region. There are 400 million potential tourists an hour away from the capital of the region, Vladivostok, which creates promising opportunities for tourism [4].

The development of tourism market in Primorsky region differs from global trends. So, it is necessary to study it in order to find tools that might increase its level of competitiveness and ensure its sustainable growth [2]. This could be reflected on the performance of the tourism companies operating in the region, which by combining their individual products, the overall tourism product is produced [5].

Having performed a literature review, the paper studies the tourism trends in Primorsky region and explores the nature of tourism companies operating in the region. The research also looks at Strategic Entrepreneurship (SE) as an appropriate management method capable of enhancing the performance of tourism companies. The study aims to theoretically justify the suitability of SE as a management method for tourism companies in Primorsky region.

Research Methodology

This is a conceptual article wholly based on literature. The study focuses on discovering theoretical reasons that turn SE into an effective management method in improving the performance of tourism companies in Primorsky region.

The literature review starts off with the search for SE concepts and models, and for the trends of tourism and the characteristics of tourism companies in Primorsky region and the factors that affect their performance. The most famous international data bases (Scopus, Web of Science, ScienceDirect and Emerald) side by side with different Russian articles were recognised, in addition to the latest reports about tourism in Russia and Primorsky region. The publications on SE and its components (strategic management and entrepreneurship) by the most renowned authors, such as Ireland, Hitt and Sirmon, Klein, Barney and Fossare, Ritala, Shane and Venkataramanare, are discussed and the most prominent scholars studying tourism performance, such as Zach and Racherla, Wang and Krakover are distinguished. Also, the most recent publications on tourism industry and tourism companies in the Primorsky region by well-cited authors such as Pakhomova and Namestnikova, Titova and Syaoyuy are taken into account.

The literature review shows that the components of SE still undetermined which give liberty for scholars to be creative in how they conceptualize and identify SE behaviour using well-established methods in both strategic management and entrepreneurship in a manner that fits the studied environment as Klein et al. [2012] pointed out. While for the performance of tourism companies in Primorsky region, the review shows that most companies are Small and Medium-sized Tourism
Enterprises (SMTEs) which should work to improve their performance independently of big investments in the region, as in Titova and Syaoyuy [2019].

Shirokova, Vega and Sokolova [2013] indicated that SE focuses on enhancing companies’ performance. Since different factors exert influence on the performance of SMTEs in Primorsky region, there arises the question whether SE as a management method is compatible with the characteristics of SMTEs operating in the region and the factors affecting their performance. It is the focus of the present study.

The literature review analyses, firstly, the trends of tourism in Primorsky region and the characteristics of SMTEs operating there; secondly, the factors that influence their performance, and thirdly, the main SE concepts.

**Tourism Trends in Primorsky Region**

Primorsky region has diverse natural, cultural and historical potentials and resources. Many of these resources have not been exploited yet, either by the local tourism authorities or by the tourism companies operating in the region. Taking advantage of these potentials would allow developing different types of tourism and contribute to the development of the tourism sector in Primorsky region, which, in turn, would have a positive influence on the economy of the region.

One of the most common tourism types in Primorsky region is coastal ecotourism. The most popular hiking trails are mountain climbing, including Pidan Mountain, which rises 1,332 meters above the Sea of Japan [6]. Tourists can also find extreme activities in Primorsky region such as diving, windsurfing, parachuting, paragliding, skiing, snowboarding, equestrian sports and caving. Fishing, in turn, is very popular in Primorsky region, which is leading to advanced fishing tourism [7].

Regarding the development of tourist infrastructure and the concentration of cultural and historical sites, Primorsky region ranks first in the Far Eastern Federal District [6]. Also, in the region, there is a modern infrastructure for holding conferences with a number of participants of 1,000 or more side by side with experience in organizing such events and ability to provide services to host business travellers and official delegations of any level, even heads of states [7].

Furthermore, the tourism sector in Primorsky region has powerful potential resources of tourists. Direct flights link Vladivostok with several cities in Japan, Republic of Korea, China, North Korea, Thailand, and Vietnam. Also, there are several ports in Primorsky region ready to receive foreign cruise ships sailing to the region [8]. Also, across the entire Primorsky region, the Trans-Siberian Railway passes with additional paths to the country’s borders and to the seacoast. In this regard, the region also plays an important economic role considering that Primorsky region is a path for the foreigner and Russian transit passengers providing a full range of tourism services for them [9].

Primorsky region is one of the most promising regions for the development of domestic and incoming tourism. In 2018, the tourist flow to the Primorsky region increased by 530.8 thousand tourists (13.1% compared to 2017) and reached 4583.7 thousand tourists, of which 651.8 thousand were foreigners (25.8% higher than 2017) [10]. An important reason for the increasing flow of Russian citizens to the Primorsky region is the devaluation of the ruble which has caused Russian tourists to focus more on domestic tourism.

Considering incoming tourism, the geopolitical location of the region strengthens its orientations towards Asia-Pacific countries. China is the primary exporting coun-
try of tourists to the Primorsky region with an influx of 365.5 thousand tourists in 2018. However, the existing infrastructure of cross-border checkpoints of cars and trains limits the possibility of increasing the incoming tourist flow from China. Taking into account the flow growth dynamics among the main partners of the Primorsky region in 2018, Republic of Korea headed the top ranking that 222 thousand tourists visited the region over the year (an increase of 132.7%) while the second place was occupied by Japan [10].

This trend of tourism in Primorsky region can be evaluated extremely positively. The increase in the number of foreign tourists has a direct positive impact on the economy of the region. The economic impact of tourism development is evident. For each ruble invested, the business receives 3 to 5 rubles of profits. Also, each job place in tourism industry creates up to 5 jobs in related industries [11]. According to WTTC, tourism leads to the development of 53 sectors of the economy, which gives a great synergetic effect, almost instantly [3].

In 2018, revenues from tourism activities (tourism, hotels, restaurants, etc.) in Primorsky region to the Russian budget system increased by 28% compared with 2017 and reached about 1,449.2 million rubles. Also, the amount of paid services in collective and individual accommodation facilities, including micro-enterprises, small enterprises and individual entrepreneurs raised into 18.6 billion rubles in 2018, while in 2017 it amounted to 6.5 billion rubles [10].

As for macroeconomic indicators, in 2018, tourism sector in the Primorsky region directly contributed 23.0 billion rubles, 2.9% of Gross Regional Product (GRP) and supported 39.9 thousand jobs. Taking its wider indirect and induced impacts into account, the sector contributed 51.9 billion rubles, 6.5% of GRP and supported 59.56 thousand employees (5.9% of the total employment in Primorsky region’s economy) in 2018 [10].

However, despite the rapid development, the tourism sector in Primorsky region is faced by a number of problems. Among them are the following [2]: Low level of social infrastructure development; lack of a reliable operational information base of tourism resources, facilities, services, trusted forms and methods of tourism statistics and a system for collecting marketing information which impedes the full promotion of a regional tourist product; a limited number of large-scale events at regional and international levels; bad roads quality; lack of specialists at various levels, whether working in accommodation facilities, or working in travel agencies; high prices for air travel and tourist accommodation facilities, which reduces the competitiveness of the regional tourism product in the international tourist markets of the Asia-Pacific region.

The main feature of the Russian tourism market is that most of its participants are small enterprises whose resources are insufficient to define strategic goals and find ways to increase their competitiveness [12]. In 2018, the number of SMTEs in Primorsky region amounted to 1,487 companies [10]. Studies show that the main problems that impede the development of SMTEs in Russia include: inconsistent SMTEs support system: administrative barriers at all levels (federal, regional and municipal); limited access to financial resources at a low-interest rate, in addition to a high tax burden; weak regulatory, technical and media basis for supporting SMTEs [11].

Thus, in order to increase the competitiveness of SMTEs operating in Primorsky region, without attracting large investment to develop the region [12], and
also to improve the performance of these companies, SMTEs should work on exploiting the great tourism opportunities and potentials existing in the region.

**Performance of SMTEs in Primorsky Region**

In its quest to achieve superior performance, SMTEs should adopt appropriate strategies to enable them to overcome different challenges.

Contemporary business theory discusses that the superiority in performance resulting, in part, from the synergy of value-adding relationships developed between individual organizations [13].

The Resource-Based View (RBV) and its complement, the Dynamic Capabilities-Based View (DCBV), as a part of strategic management theory, argue that firms attempt to obtain and sustain a competitive advantage through the strategic use of resources. This framework proposes that firm-specific idiosyncrasies in the accumulation and leverage of unique and durable resources are the source of sustainable competitive advantage which leads, as a result, for more profits [5].

However, important resources (such as money, skills, etc.) are often scarce and not available in SMTEs. SMTEs, therefore, enter into cooperation, even with their competitors, to take advantage of complementary assets and capabilities. It has been well confirmed that inter-organizational cooperation helps tourism organizations overcome individual resource shortages and, thus, remain competitive [14].

Also, a destination, especially from the viewpoint of visitors, can be interpreted as a series of interrelated activities and attractions that have to work in unison to create a satisfying and wholesome experience. In this sense, although a destination consists of a lot of independent organizations, visitors tend to see them as a whole [15].

Therefore, SMTEs should be concerned about developing the tourist destination, and all SMTEs should work with each other by focusing on the common benefits of the destination where they are operating and not only on their opportunist goals [16]. Consequently, the amalgam of products and services provided by all SMTEs at the destination level should aim to maximise the satisfaction of consumers’ needs and wants. In this sense, SMTEs need to cooperate at the destination level in order to increase their total competitiveness as a destination (or as the total tourism product) against substitute tourism and leisure products or factors which reduce their profitability or market share [5].

The strategic management response by SMTEs, in such case, is to cooperate in some areas such as destination planning and development, and also to combine their limited marketing resources in order to attract tourists [17]. Thus, in tourism destinations, often SMTEs both compete and cooperate at the same time.

In neoclassical economics competitive and cooperative strategies are independent and oppositional - “competition and cooperation do not mix” [18, p. 71]. However, other streams of research, notably that of behavioural and game theorists, argue that in practice these strategies are used by companies at the same time. One of the concepts, namely “coopetition”, particularly focuses on the simultaneous combination of cooperation and competition. In this study, coopetition is simply defined to be simultaneous cooperation and competition between firms [19] regardless in what part of the value chain, supply chain or supply network these two will emerge [20]. Through a coopetition strategy, companies may cooperate in achieving mutual goals with their partner and at the same time compete with each other in gaining individual benefits [17].
Coopetition is consistent with RBV, considering that “bunching together creates complementarities that develop the market even if there’s sometimes more competition in dividing it up” [21, p. 34].

As a result, we can say that coopetition is a key strategy for SMTEs when it comes to leveraging scarce resources, and fulfilling tourists’ need for holistic and individually meaningful experiences.

In a related context, a dynamic capability is the destination/firm ability to integrate, build and continuously reshape tourism competencies to address rapidly changing environments, exploiting/exploring local resources such as landscape, heritage, infrastructure and so on. Further, when possible, weaknesses should be reduced and can sometimes even be turned into strengths, just as external threats can be considered potential opportunities to explore and exploit. This is possible through a creative exploration of local assets coupled with a governed renewal of tourism competencies [22].

Entrepreneurship and the entrepreneurial process is usually described with terms such as “creativity”, “innovation”, “exploitation of opportunity”, and “financial motivation and growth” [23].

Entrepreneurship as a research field involves multiple definitions, perspectives and disciplines, and the task of defining mainstream entrepreneurship research is not straightforward. The opportunity-based perspective is one of the most common views of entrepreneurship. This view places the pursuit of an opportunity at the core and defines entrepreneurship as the discovery and exploitation of business opportunities [24].

Entrepreneurs often see what others do not. In other words, they usually recognize the existing opportunities before others can identify them. They do so because they are alert to such opportunities. McGrath and MacMillan [2000] point out that people with keen entrepreneurial alertness demonstrate an entrepreneurial mindset [25].

Importantly, entrepreneurs act to exploit and appropriate value from the opportunities identified. This may take the form of investing in real options to have the right to act on an opportunity later. Or, more likely, entrepreneurs create innovations. Inventors are rarely successful entrepreneurs because invention and successful commercialization require quite different capabilities. Entrepreneurs identify inventions and commercialize them, thereby creating innovations in the marketplace [26].

Thus, it can be said that both entrepreneurial mindset and innovation are essential dimensions of the entrepreneurship process in the company.

An entrepreneurial mindset is defined as a focus on creativity and renewal, capturing scanning efforts to seek out, identify and develop opportunities for new business [27].

The innovating component represents the means by which creativity is realised and applied in the firm. The act of innovating entrepreneurially can assist firms to exploit entrepreneurial opportunities in radical, discontinuous and disruptive ways that ultimately shift the basis of competition in the industry towards the firm [28].

Thus, strategic management deals with how companies achieve and maintain competitive advantage [27]. It requires a focus on competition through strategy, positioning, benchmarking, and the development of rare, valuable, and imperfectly imitable resources and capabilities [29]. Conversely, entrepreneurship is a process of “creative destruction” where innovation deconstructs existing structures to discover and
exploit profitable opportunities, allowing the deployment of resources and capabilities in new and unique ways as a means of wealth development [24].

The combination of strategic management and entrepreneurship has long been recognized as an important pathway for the performance and growth of the companies [5].

Here, SE appears as a framework that combines these two areas. SE is a superior management method which is compatible with the complex structure of SMTEs, so that its use by managers of this type of company in Primorsky region could lead to superior performance in both the company and the destination.

**SE as a Management Model for Managing SMTEs in Primorsky Region**

SE was originally described as a successful integration between strategic management and entrepreneurship – taking entrepreneurial actions with strategic perspective or taking strategic action with an entrepreneurial mindset [30]. More specifically, SE is recognized as the efforts of a firm to “combine effective opportunity-seeking behaviour (i.e., entrepreneurship) with effective advantage-seeking behaviour (i.e., strategic management)” [27].

It is difficult for any firm to grow and remain competitive while focusing on only one discipline [27]. Robert Burgelman indicates the need for both diversity and order, suggesting entrepreneurial activity provides such diversity; strategy provides the necessary order [31]. Venkataraman and Sarasvathy argue that entrepreneurship and strategy are conceptually inseparable: “two sides of the same coin” [32, p. 651] highlighting the interdependent or complementary nature of the two concepts.

The focus of scientific efforts on either strategy or entrepreneurship gives an incomplete picture of a modern company. The reality of organizational behaviour is much more complicated and interesting since managers trying to manage their organizations in ways that create wealth must conflict with the challenges posed by both strategy and entrepreneurship. Thus, the use of either strategy or entrepreneurship, excluding the other, could reinforce the possibility of the ineffectiveness or even the failure of the company [33]. On the opposite side, scholars indicated that the expected results of SE include improved competitive advantages and, in the longer term, wealth creation [34].

Since SE is an overall perspective that encompasses broad aspects of strategic management and entrepreneurship, it is necessary to define the concepts adopted from each area. Klein et al. [2012] indicate that “SE scholars use constructs, theories, and methods well-established in the two fields” [35, p. 3].

In this context, forward we will discuss the influence of utilising each of entrepreneurial mindset and innovation on one side, and coopetition on the other on the performance of SMTEs.

**Discussion**

The company that has developed an entrepreneurial culture will constantly be innovating, improving and finding new ways to increase profits and grow. This is especially relevant for SMTEs, which, due to limited resources, must be constantly seeking new opportunities and be innovation-oriented to survive and grow [36].

Scholars find evidence that companies with entrepreneurial attitudes achieve better performance. This is the way to prove the higher profitability of companies with stronger entrepreneurial potential than conventional ones. Additionally, more
rapid growth was noted as an inherent characteristic in companies with internal entrepreneurial initiatives [37].

On the other hand, the entrepreneurial component leads to improvement in different organizational processes, which, in turn, influences the economic performance of companies. For example, the rate of innovation (product, process, administrative) relies on the level of elements of corporate entrepreneurship [38]. Numerous sources refer that companies could enhance performance by developing new ideas for products and processes [39]. Shirokova et al. argue that entrepreneurial ideas are becoming the basis for the development of new activities in autonomous organizational units through updating the portfolio of products/services of firms and expansion into new markets which leads to improved company performance, usually expressed in increasing profits and company growth [40].

Moreover, in order to improve performance, SMTEs enter into different coopetitive alliances. Aside from the motives for joining the alliance, a coopetitive alliance has several effects. Coopetition may be beneficial in terms of both innovation performance and market performance [41].

Coopetition strategies have been emphasized as the main triggers for innovations as they allow firms to develop new products, and innovative business models, learn from partners and share knowledge, and protect innovations from imitation [42]. Accordingly, coopetition potentially offers competitive advantages that derive from the firm’s ability to develop products or services that the same firm on its own could never develop or would take too long to do so [43].

Regarding the effect of coopetition on the overall firm performance, we can notice that engaging in coopetitive relations can be very risky; indeed, competitors can be the riskiest partners. For instance, there is a high risk of opportunism and undesired knowledge spillovers between coopetitors [44]. However, at the same time, coopetition is an efficient risk-sharing and risk-reduction strategy. Thus, coopeting parties can have access to additional resources [19], share costs and risks of failure of innovative projects [42]. This, in turn, is reflected positively on the performance of SMTEs.

On the other hand, SMTEs collaborate with their competitors through the sharing of resources and capabilities to perform better than if they operated on an individualistic level [44]. So, coopetition is intended to help SMTEs to improve their performance in ways that would not be possible without competitors’ resources and capabilities [20]. Additionally, Crick [2018] found that if a group of competing brands were to collaborate and run promotional events (like trade shows), customers would be more interested, which could potentially improve the sales of all the organizations involved [45].

Additionally, in the tourism context, coopetition involves two different logics of interaction. On the one hand, there is hostility due to conflicting interests of getting a bigger piece of the business once the visitors are in the destination; on the other hand, it is necessary to pool resources and develop mutual commitment to achieve the common goal of attracting the visitors to the destination. Koza and Lewin [1998] try to understand the issue from a market perspective. They believe that the proximity of an activity to its customer seems to be of importance for the division between cooperative and competitive interactions [46]. That is, the cooperative or competitive relationship are divided due to the closeness of an activity to the customer, in that firms compete in activities close to the customer and cooperate in activities far from the customers. Bengtsson and Kock [2000] argue that coopetition is, in fact, the most
mutually advantageous relationship for competitors [20]. Thus, coopetition could improve the performance of all firms engaged in such activities.

Conclusion
In this paper, through the analysis of scientific publications, we studied tourism trends in Primorsky region and SMTEs operating there due to the fact that this type of companies represents the majority of companies in the region, and also because their individual products shape the overall tourism product of the region. We focused on the different factors that affect the performance of SMTEs and the ways to improve it. Then we touched upon SE as a promising management method that enables managers and owners of SMTEs to overcome various challenges and shortcomings and exploit their resources in a way that achieves the superior performance.
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